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Award-Winning Photo Deformer 1.0 Now Available for iOS
Published on 03/06/13
Mikhail Kuznetsov introduces the award-winning Photo Deformer 1.0, now available on iPhone
and iPad. This dynamic photo editing utility gives users the power to create caricatures
and crazy photos with a variety of diverse filters and effects in real-time. Users choose
photos and Photo Deformer automatically detects the face and its parts creating a perfect
caricature in one tap. This innovative new recreational photo editing app has everything
users need to mix, match and create funny photos.
Moscow, Russian Federation - Mikhail Kuznetsov introduces the award-winning Photo
Deformer
1.0, now available on iPhone and iPad. Photo Deformer is a dynamic photo editing utility
that gives users the power to create caricatures and crazy photos with a variety of
diverse filters and effects in real-time.
It has never been more easy to create hilarious caricature out of your friends' photos,
just choose the photo you'd like to transform - Photo Deformer automatically detects face
and its parts offering possibility to create a perfect caricature in one tap. All you'll
need to take is a minute out of your day!
Users are also able to choose Manual mode to modify and create caricatures in even more
advanced and sophisticated way. An innovative new recreational photo editing app, Photo
Deformer has everything users need to mix, match and create funny photos whenever they
want, and for whatever reason they can come up with!
The app itself is incredibly easy and intuitive to use, users simply pick the picture they
want to change and Photo Deformer does most of the legwork.
Feature Highlights:
* Auto face detection and one tap caricature creation
* Manual mode for advanced caricature
* Facebook friend's photos download
* 7 deformation tools, each can be applied with 3 sizes and 3 strength
* Real time animation
* Rear and front cameras support
* Save deformations as MPEG4 video
* Share deformed pictures
* Share deformation as animated MPEG4 video
Photo Deformer won Grand Prix in the non-game category for the 2012 Samsung Smart App
Challenge.
Language Support:
English, Catalan, Chinese, Czech, Danish, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Japanese,
Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Slovak, Spanish, Swedish
Device Requirements:
* iPhone 3GS/4/4S/5, iPod touch (3rd/4th/5th generation), and iPad
* Requires iOS 6.0 or later
* Universal app optimized for display on all iOS devices
* 3.0 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Photo Deformer 1.0 is free and available worldwide through the App Store in the Photo &
Video category.
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Photo Deformer 1.0:
http://www.stoik.mobi
Download from iTunes:
http://itunes.apple.com/app/photo-deformer/id607228950
Samsung Smart App Challenge Winners:
http://www.smartappchallenge.com/eng/main.do
YouTube Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yn17l2rSp0Q
Screenshot:
http://a688.phobos.apple.com/us/r1000/094/Purple2/v4/9c/6c/1a/9c6c1a75-5df1-8f63-66e5-e8ef
24fcc7e0/mzl.kccmizua.320x480-75.jpg
App Icon:
http://a3.mzstatic.com/us/r1000/119/Purple2/v4/4d/2b/18/4d2b1807-7e03-32d9-c68dc3291efb6de4/mzl.czgxfgwc.175x175-75.jpg

Mikhail Kuznetsov's STOIK Soft is a private company dedicated to image/video processing
software development. Copyright (C) 2013 STOIK Soft. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or
other countries.
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